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THE  BETTI SIDE OF  THE  DOUBLE SHUFFLE THEORY: A SURVEY 

BENJAMIN ENRIQUEZ 

ABSTRACT. This is a survey of [EFl, EF2, EF3]. The purpose of this series of papers is: (1) 
to give a proof that associator relations imply double shuffie relations, alternative to [F3]; (2) 
to make explicit the bitorsor structure on Racinet's torsor of double shuffie relations. The 

main tool is the interpretation of the harmonic coproduct in terms of the topology of the 
moduli space畑 o,4and叫，5,introduced in [DeT], and its extension to the Betti setup. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The multizeta values (MZVs) are the real numbers defined by the series 

く(k1,・・・,km):= L 1 
k, ... k= n nm n,>…>n=>O 1 

for k1, ... , km E Z>o and k1 > 1. These numbers have recently garnered much interest due 

to their appearance in various fields of physics and mathematics ([BrKr]). They appear to be 

examples of periods ([KoZ]) and are, as such, related with motive theory ([Del). Using this 
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theory, upper bounds for dimensions of spaces of MZVs have been obtained ([DeG, Tl). A 

related problem is the identification of the algebraic and linear relations among MZVs. 

A recent review of the available systems of relations can be found in [B]. Among them, we 

will focus of the interrelations between: (a) the associator system of relations ([Dr, LM]); (b) 

the regularized double shuffie relations ([IKaZ, R]). 

Each system of relations gives rise to a Q-scheme, defined as the spectrum of the free com-

mutative Q-algebra over formal variables (f (k1, ・ ・ ・, km) for (k1, ... , km) E Z>l X (Z>o)m-l by 

the corresponding ideal. These schemes are called the scheme of associators in case (a) and the 

double shuffie scheme in case (b); fork a Q-algebra, the sets of k-points of these schemes are 

denoted M(k) in case (a) and DMRDR,B(k) in case (b). The definition of M(k) can be found 

in [Dr], p. 848, and DMRDR,B(k) = Uμ,Ekx DMRμ,(k), where DMRμ,(k) is as in [R], Def. 3.2.1. 

The structures of these schemes is elucidated by the following results. 

Theorem 0.1. {[Dr]) {1) There are explicit Q-group schemes {Q-algebras} 3 k→ GT(k), 
GRT(k) E {groups}, and for any Q-algebra k, commuting left and right free and transitive 

actions of GT(k) and GRT(k) on M(k). 

{2) These Q-group schemes are extensions of the multiplicative group Gm by prounipotent 

group schemes. Their Lie algebras gt and grt are filtered, moreover grt is complete graded. 

Note that the group AutcRT(k)(M(k)) of permutations of M(k) which commute with the 

action of GRT(k) naturally acts on M(k). (1) says that there is an isomorphism between this 

group and the explicit group GT(k), which is compatible with their actions on M(k). 

Theorem 0.2. ([R]) {1) There is an explicit Q-group scheme {Q-algebras}ぅK→DMR叫 k)E 

{groups}, and for any Q-algebra k, a free and transitive left action of DM R叫 k)on DMRDR,B(k). 

{2) This Q-group scheme is an extension of the multiplicative group Gm by a prounipotent 

group scheme. Its Lie algebra如mtDRis complete graded. 

This formulation is obtained in [EF2] using the main result of [R]. The best available result 

on the comparison of the associator and double shuffie schemes is as follows. 

Theorem 0.3. {!F3]) For any IQ-algebra k, there are compatible inclusions of sets M(k) C 

DMRDR,B(k) and of groups GRT(k)0P C DMR0R(k) (where op denotes the opposite group). 

The proof in [F3] relies on the construction, out of the family of multiple polylogarithm 

functions, of elements in the bar-complex of the moduli space叫，5,which are then viewed as 

linear forms on the enveloping algebra U(p5) (see§2.1), and on the study of the combinatorics 

of these linear forms. This result was also announced in the unfinished preprint [DeT], which 

contains in particular a description of one of the main actors of double shuffle theory, the 

'harmonic coproduct', in terms of topology of the moduli spaces洲。，4and叫，5・
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The main objectives of the series of papers [EFl, EF2, EF3] are: (a) giving a new proof of 

Theorem 0.3, based on the ideas of[DeT] ([EF2]); (b) making the group AutoMRoR(k)(DMRDR,B(k)) 

explicit, together with its action on DMRDR,B(k) ([EF3]). In order to reach them, we perform 

an intermediate task: (c) constructing a'Betti'version of the algebraic apparatus of double 

shuffle theory and showing how it is related to the original one by an associator ([EFl]). The 

material relative to objective (c) (resp., (a), (b)) is reviewed in§1 (resp. §2,§3). 

1. THE ALGEBRAIC FRAMEWORK OF THE DOUBLE SHUFFLE THEORY 

1.1. The de Rham side of double shuffle theory. Let VDR be the free associative k-algebra 

over generators e0, e1; it is Z20-graded, with e0, e1 being of degree 1. Let WDR := kl① VDR釘；

this is a Z20-graded subalgebra of vDR_ Set MDR := vDRjvDReo; this is a Z20-graded left 

VDR_module, therefore by restriction a left WDR_module, which is free of rank one, generated 

by the class lDR E MDR。fthe element 1 E V詞

Let△ V,DR: VDR→ (VDR)R2 be the k-algebra morphism such that e; → e; R1 + 1Re; for 
i = 0, 1. One shows that WDR is freely generated, as an associative algebra, by its elements 

伽：＝ーe『―1釘， wheren 2': 1. We denote by△ W,DR: WDR→ (WDR炉 thek-algebra 

morphism such that Yn→ I::=o YiR 珈—, for n 2': 1, where Yo := 1, and by△ M,DR: MDR→ 
(MDR戸 thek-module morphism such that△ M,DR(a・lDR) =△ W,DR(a) ・ 1醤， where• denotes 

the action of VDR on MDR. The maps△ X,DR, X E {V, W, M} are all compatible with the 

厄a-gradings.

Then (V叫△V,DR) and (W叫△W,DR) are cocommutative Hopf algebras, but the inclu-

sion WDR c VDR is not compatible with the coproducts; (M四△M,DR)・ 1s a cocommutat1ve 

coalgebra, and is a coalgebra-module over (W四△W,DR). 

We will denote by .X (or X11) the completion of a Z20-graded k-module X, and use the same 

notation for the completion of a morphism between such objects. 

For g E))DR, let r9(t) := exp(I: 立 1(-lt+l(gle『―1釘）tn /n) E k[[t]]又wherew→ (glw) is 
the map {eo, 釘｝＊→ k such that g = I:wE{eo,ei}*(glw)w. 

Let w c-+叫 egbe the composed map e0 VDR釘→ VDR→ VDR幻 Q[a。'0:1]→VDR, where 

the second map is the k-algebra morphism induced by e; → e; R1 -1Ra; for i = 0, 1 and 

the third map is the k-module map induced by vRagat c-+ et veg for a, b 2': 0, v E VDR_ For 

wEeo{eo, 釘｝＊釘， letm(w) be the number of occurences of e1 in w. 

Let (: eo{ eo, 釘｝＊釘→ JR be the map defined by ((eかe1・ ・ ・e炉e1)= ((k1, ... , km) for 

m 2': 1, (kい・・・,km)E ;;z>l X (Z>or-1. Set1 

叩：= L (-1rcwiく(w)叫 egEV飼；

1The notation))DR _MDR 
C'C  

wEeo{eo,e1}*e1 

stands for the spec1ahzat1ons of))DR, _MDR for k = IC. 
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this is a generating series for the MZVs, usually called the Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov associator 

(see [Dr, LM, Fl]). 

The system of regularization and double shuffle relations ([IKaZ, R]) between MZVs can be 

formulated as follows: 

(1.1.1) 'PKZ E叩飼）， (r'PKZ (一釘）―1'-PKz)・loRE 9(M罰），

(1.1.2) ('PKzleo) = ('PKzle1) = 0, ('PKzleoe1) = (21ri)2 /24, 

where 9 denotes the set of group-like elements of))DR (resp. M0R) for AV,DR (resp. AM,DR). 

This formulation leads to the following definition: 

Definition 1.1. ForμEk, one defines DMRμ(k) to be the set of elements <I> E))DR satisfying 

relations (1.1.1), (1.1.2), with'PKZ, 21ri, C replaced by <I>, μ, k. 

One has thereforeやKZE DMR21r;(C). 

Remark 1.2. The'double shuffie'system of relations is the conjunction of the systems of 

harmonic and shuffie relations, which follow from the expressions of the MZVs respectively as 

iterated sums and as iterated integrals. An example of a harmonic relation is 

Va, b > 1, ((a)((b) =く(a+b) +く(a,b) +く(b,a), 

which follows fromく(a)((b)=~n,m>O n-am-b = (~n=m>O +~n>m>O +~m>n>O)n-am-b = 

((a, b) + ((a, b) + ((b, a). An example of a shuffie relation is 

Va, b > 1, ((a)((b) = L ((亡n+ G□ i))((i,j), 
i+j=a+b 

which follows from ((c) = J ds, I¥年.I¥ ... I¥告， ((i,j)= J ds, I¥ 
O<s1<…<s0<l 1-s, s2 O<s1 <…<s;+; く11-s1 

年八...I\ 竺l.(\~/\ 竺平 I\ ... I¥ <!:!. ヰ1.and the shuffie identit for products of iterated 
s2 s; l-s;+1 s,+2 s,+; 

y 

integrals. 

Remark 1.3. The relation between the formalism of [EFl] and [R] is as follows: the ele-

ments e0, e1 correspond to x0, -x1; the pair (V叫 AV,DR)corresponds to (k〈〈X〉〉,A); the pairs 

(WDR, AW,DR) and (MDR, AM,DR) both correspond to (k〈〈Y〉〉，ふ）； the map VDR→ JvtDR, 
a >--+ a・lDR corresponds to巧・

1.2. The Betti side of double shufHe theory. Let VB be the k-algebra with generators 

X訂，X戸andrelations Xixi-1 = xi-1ふ=1 for i = 0, 1. It is equipped with the filtration 

炉=pOVB っ pIVB つ・・•, where pk評：= (Vf l for k 2 0, where Vf is the kernel of the 

k-algebra morphism評→k given by X)士1→1 for i = 0, 1. 

Define a k-subalgebra WB of炉 by研：= kl①炉（ふー1).It is equipped with the induced 

filtration pkwB :=叩 nF予 fork 2 0. One can show that WB is presented by generators 
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x戸andYt := (X炉ー 1r-1x訳(l-X戸） for n > 0, and relations X1X11 = X11凡 =1

(see [EFl], §2.2). 

Set MB  :=炉／沢(X。ー 1). This is a left VB-module, hence by restriction a left W凡

module; we denote by lB E MB  the class of 1 E VB and by• the action of炉 onMり Then

MB  is free of rank one as a WB-module, generated by lB, One equips MB  with the filtration 

戸 MB:= pkvB・lB for k 2". 0. 

The filtrations of VB, WB and M B  are compatible with the algebra inclusion VB C WB and 

the algebra actions of VB and WB on Mり

There is a unique k-algebra morphism△ V,B: VB→ （炉）R2,such that X士1→(X戸 02，） 

for i = 0, 1. There is a unique k-algebra morphism△ W,B :WB→ (W町竺 suchthat X戸→
(X戸）R2and Y士汀 Y士R忙 whereY0士 1 Th . 

k → i=O , k-i' = . ere 1s a umque k-module morphism 

△ M,B:MB→ (M門02,such that△ M,B(a・1叫＝△W,B(a). 1釈forany a E Wり

As before, (V見△V,B) and (W見△W,B) are cocommutative Hopf algebras, and the inclusion 

W8c評 isnot compatible with the coproducts; (M見△M,B) is a cocommutative coalgebra, 

and is a coalgebra-module over (W互△W,B). 

The coproducts△ x,B, with X E {V, W, M} are all compatible with the filtrations. We 

denote by X (or XI¥) the completion of a filtered k-module, and use the same notation for the 

completion of a morphism between such objects. 

1.3. Filtrations and gradings. As (V見△V,B), (W互△W,B) and (M見△M,B) are Hopf al-

gebras and a coalgebra in the category of filtered k-modules, the associated graded objects 

have the same status in the category of Z::,0-modules; these objects are respectively isomorphic 

to (VDR, △ V,DR), (WDR, △ W,DR) and (MDR, △ M,DR). The isomorphism gr(沢 )'='='VDRis 

induced by gr1 (炉） 3 (class of X; -1) >--+ら EVDR for i = 0, 1; it induces the isomorphism 

gr(W8)'='='WDR_ The isomorphism gr(M8)'='='MDR is based on the fact that the isomorphism 

WB→M瓦a→a• lB, induces an isomorphism pi氾→ pi)v伊 forany i 2 0, which induces 

the first map in the sequence of isomorphisms gr;(M8)'='='gr;(W8)'='='WDR→ MDR, the last 
map being a→ a・lDR・

1.4. Comparison isomorphisms and geometric interpretations. 

1.4.1. Automo叫 ismsof the de Rham side. Set G0R(k) := kx心（砂R).For (μ,g) E G0R(k), 
V,DR,(1) 

let aut be the topological k-algebra automorphism of i)DR defined by e0 >-+ g• µe0• g-1, 
(μ,,g) 

e1→ μe1. Let aut' 
V DR,(10) 
(μ,,g) 

be the topological k-module automorphism of i)DR defined by 

aut位悶,(lO)(a):= aut位悶,(l)(a)• g for any a E i)DR_ One checks that autV,DR,(l) ・ 
(μ,,g) restricts to a 

W,DR,(1) 
topological k-algebra automorphism of W0R, denoted aut , and that there is a unique (μ,,g) 

topological k-module automorphism aut 

aut' 
V DR,(10) 
(μ,,g) (a)・loR for any a E i>訊

M,DR,(10) 
of .M0R, such that aut 

M,DR,(10) 
(μ,,g) (μ,,g) (a・loR) = 
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1 V,DR,(10) 1 
One checks that (μ, g)R(μ', g') := (μμ, aut (g)) equips G叫 k)with a group struc-(μ,g) 

ture, of which Q())DR) is a subgroup. For A an algebra and M an A-module, denote by 

Aut(A, M) the set of pairs (a, 0), where a is an algebra automorphism of A, and 0 is an auto-

morphism of M, such that 0(am) = a(a)0(m) for a EA, m EM; this is naturally a group. Then 

the map taking (μ, g) to (aut 
W,DR,(1) M,DR,(10) . 
(μ,g) , aut(μ,g)) 1s a group morphism from (G叫 k),R)to

Aut(WDR, JvtDR). 

The map r: G叫 k)→(WDR)又(μ,g) >--+ r; 1 (-e1) satisfies the cocycle identity r((μ, g)R 

(μ', g')) = r(μ, g)aut塁誓,(l)(I'(μ', g')). It follows that the map taking(μ, g) to (raut岱，~R,(1)'raut岱誓,(10))

is a group morphism from (GDR(k), R) to Aut(WDR, .Iv佃）， where2rautば，:~R,(l) := Adqμ,g) 0 

W,DR,(1) M,DR,(10) M,DR,(10) 
aut(μ,g) and rau¥μ,g) := Cr(μ,g) o aut(μ,g) ・

Remark 1.4. For g E Q(VDR), the automorphisms S9, Se(g), s:, SY 8(g) from [R] correspond 

to aut' 
V DR,(10) r V DR,(10) M,DR,(10) r .MDR,(10) 
(1,g) aut' (1,g) aut (1,g) aut (1,g) 

1.4.2. Isomorphisms between the Betti and de Rham sides. There is a topological k-algebra 

isomorphism iv : 炉→ i)DR defined by xi→ exp(ei) for i = 0, 1. It restricts to a topological 

k-algebra isomorphism翌： WB→ WDR and it induces a k-module isomorphism戸： _MB→ 
_MDR, defined by臼 (a・lnR)= iv(a)・lnRfor a E砂R_

V (1) One then defines the topological k-algebra isomorphisms comp': 飼→ i)DR and comp : 
W,(1) 

(μ,,g) (μ,,g) 

面→ WDR, and the k-module isomorphisms comp 
V,(10) 
(μ,,g) ・

飼→ VDR and compM,(lO) (μ,,g) : _MB→ 
_MDR by compX,(a) := autX,DR,(a)。戸 forX E {V, W, M} and a E {1, 10}. (μ,,g) (μ,,g) 

r One then defines comp 
W,(1) 

: =Ad 
W,(1) r 

r(μ,,g) ocomp 皿 dcomp 
M,(10) W,(1) 

(μ,,g) (μ,,g) (μ,,g) := fr(μ,,g) ocomp(μ,,g)・

1.4.3. Geometric interpretations. In [De], prounipotent IQl-group schemes 1r四(X,x) (§12.4) and 

叶(X,x) (§10.5, denoted there 7r~lg,un(X, x)) are attached to particular schemes X with (tan-

gential) base point x; torsors 1r秤(X;y,x)and叶(X;y, x) are also attached to the datum of 

an additional (tangential) base pointy. One has compatible algebra and module identifications 

ULie吋 (9J1。,4工） c:,,l}もand0(吋 (9J1。,4,f,o)t c:,,Vもforw E {B, DR}; here 9J1。,4 is the moduli 

space of genus zero curves with four marked points and O and 1 are its tangential base points 

corresponding to (0, 羞） and (1, ―羞） under the identification武，4 ,::,, lP'1 with coordinate z; 

ULie(-) is the cocommutative topological Hopf algebra attached to a IQl-group scheme and 

0(-) be the ring of regular functions over a scheme. When (μ, g) = (2面平Kz),then comp' 
V (1) 
(μ,g) 

V (10) and comp'can respectively be identified with the Betti-de Rham comparison algebra (μ,g) 

and module isomorphisms ULie1r郎（皿。，4,1)与 ULie1r秤（叫，4,1) and 0(叶（叫，4,詞））v • 
0(1rPR(叫，4,詞）t given by [De], §12.16. 

2If A is an algebra and u E A八thenAdu is the automorphism of A given by a→ uau-1; if moreover Mis 
a left A-module, then£,, is the automorphism of M given by m→ um. 
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2. GEOMETRIC INTERPRETATION OF THE HARMONIC COPRODUCTS 

2.1. The topology of the moduli spaces叫，4and 畑o,5• For n~4, let叫，nbe the 

moduli space of complex curves of genus O with n marked points. A contractible subspace 

of叫，nis the space bn of marked curves given by lP'1(1C) with marked points (x1, ... ,xn) 

distributed on the subset lP'順） in counterclockwise order. The corresponding fundamental 

group P; := 1r1 (m1。，n,b砂isthe pure modular group of the sphere with n marked points; one has 

P; c::: Kn-i/Z(Kn-1), where Kn-1 is the Artin pure braid group of n-1 strands on the plane, 

and Z(Kn-i) is its center, isomorphic to Z. Recall Kn is the kernel of the natural morphism 

En→ Sn, where En is the Artin braid group with n strands; letび1,... , びn-1be the Artin 

generators of En, satisfying the relationsび;0';+10";= 0';+1び;0';+1for i < n -1 and a;aj = O'jO'i 

for Ii -jl ~ 2. Define the family of elements 知 ：＝ 叶 1・・・び;+10'試;i1... a芦 E En for 

1 :Si< j :Sn; one shows that X;j E Kn, and that this family generates Kn. The center Z(Kn) 

lS generated by X12・X13X23・ ・ ・ ・ ・X1n・ ・ ・Xn-1,n・ 

For i E [1, 5], let四：叫，5→畑o,4be the map corresponding to the erasing of the point 

labeled i, and denote in the same way the induced morphism P5→ P4. The operation of 

replacing the point labeled 4 with two nearby points labeled 4 and 5 induces a morphism 

f_:P.; → P5. We also denote by匹£_the morphisms between group algebras induced by these 

group morphisms. 

When n = 4, then P4 c::: K対Z(K砂isfreely generated by x12 and x23; we identify it with 

the group応 =9炉） of group-like elements of (V見△V,B) via X。c:::'X23,X1 c:::'X12, 

To any group r, one functorially associates the尾0-gradedZ-Lie algebra gr(r) attached 

to its lower central series, and therefore the Z::: ゚―gradedk-Lie algebra gr(r)Rk. We set 

Pn := gr(P;)Rk. The Lie algebra四 ispresented by generators e;j, 1 :S i =/= jさnsubject 

to relations Eji = e;j, [e;j, e叫=0 for i, j, k, l distinct, I:jE[l,n]-{i} e;j = O; if i < j, then e,J 

is the image of X;j -1 in gr1 (P;)Rk C Pn・The graded Lie algebra morphisms induced by£_ 

and pr. will be denoted£: 四→枷 andpr;: Ps→ p4. The corresponding bialgebra morphisms 
between universal enveloping algebras will be denoted in the same way. 

When n = 4, then的 isfreely generated by e12 and e23; it can be identified with the 

Lie algebra fa = P(V叫 ofprimitive elements of (VDR, △ DR) via e。c:::e23, e1 c::: e12- The 

isomorphism gr(F2)⑧ kc::: ゎtakesthe image ofふー 1in gr1 (F2)Rk→ fa to e; for i = 0, 1. 

2.2. Geometric interpretation of the Betti harmonic coproducts△ X,B, XE  {W,M}. 

2.2.1. Interpretation of△ W,B_ Let J(四） be the kernel of the algebra morphism四： kP5→ 
kP4'.:::'.Vり ThenJ巳）is a two-sided ideal of kP5, freely generated by the family (xぉーl)i琴 3

both as a left and as a right kP5 -module. These properties imply that for any a E kP5, there is a 

unique element四(a)=(:g:z:(a)i1)臼 19E M3(k耽）， suchthat (xi5-l)a =区い互(a)ij(巧s-1)

for any i E [1, 3], and that the map :g:z:: kP5→ 恥 (k均） is an algebra morphism. 
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Let V町(X1-1)-1] be the localization of炉 withrespect to X1 -1. It admits an algebra 

Z-filtration given F叩町(X1-1)-1] = I: k20,no, …,nklno+…+n•-k=n pno評 (X1-1)-1・ ・ ・(X1 -

1)-l圧沢 forn E Z. Define the elements rowf := (1R(1 -X1い (1-X1)-1R1 0) E 

（ふー 1)⑧ (X1 -1) M,,,{V門（ふー 1)-'臼）， col~•~(凶— l)®(X「'-1) EM,"((評）叫

Prnp=ition 2.1. (,ee [EFl], Proposition 8.6;。Th,di)m 

VB二→kP5二 M3(kP5)竺如(V王） rowr(-)·co~ 『v町(X1-1)-1]02 

（一）・（ふー1)↓～ 

w~ △ ws  (Wl"' 
is commutative where 瓢： kP5→ （評）R2is the moryhism induced by the group morphism 

P5~(P;)2 巴宝2 (P. 訊 wherediag is the diagonal moryhism, where rowf·(-)·col~is 

the map a >-+ row『・a・col『,where W~is the subalgebra without unit炉 (X1-1) "--+叩， and

the left vertical map is a >-+ a(X 1 -1). In this diagram, all the maps are compatible with the 

filtrations, except for the left ve廿icaland the rightmost top ho戊zontalmaps, which increase the 

filtration degree by one. 

Idea of proof. The proof is based on: (1) the fact that f!_ :=恥（四叫 o~o£is an algebra 

morphism such thatふー 1>-+ col『・row和(2)the fact that (1) implies that (rowf・(-)・col『)0 

po((-)• (X1 -I)) is an algebra morphism Wit→ V町(X1-1)-1]R2; (3 the identification of a ） 

generating family of Wか(4)the identification of the images by (rowf• (-)• col~) of!_ o ((-)• 

（ふー 1))and△ W,B of each element of the generating family of (3). ロ

2.2.2. Interpretation of△ M,B_ Set M町(X1-1)-1] := V町(X1-1)-1 ]/V町(X1-1)-1](X。―1).

This is a left V町(X1-1)-1]-module. There is a natural morphism MB→ M町(X1-1)-1] 

compatible with the algebra morphism評 → V町（ふー 1)-1],and which can be shown to be 

injective. We denote by lB E M門(X1-1)-1] the image of lB E MB. The module M町（ふ—

1)-1] is equipped with a Z-filtration given by Fn M町（ふー1)-1]:= F叩 B[(ふー1)-1]-IBforn E 

゜Z =d IB then a filte,ed modllie ""'V町（ふーW'].Let ool屈：~(((1-Xけ ®X戸）・ 1釈 E 
((1-x;-りRX戸）・ 1名,)

叫 ((Mり叫・

p ropos1tion 2.2. {see [EFl], Proposition 8.14) The diagram 

£ 立恥（巴,2)
砂------=--+kP5—恥(k的）―→恥（（炉）02) 

rowr(-)•col~ 
、叩（ふー 1い]02

(-)-1B↓ j 
MB 

△ M,B 
(M門02
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is commutative, where rowr·(-)·col~is the map a→ rowr·a·col~. In this diagram, all the 

maps are compatible with the filtrations. 

Idea of proof. The proof is based on: (1) the fact that e_(X。― 1)·col~= 0, which implies that 

there exists a map t5 : MB→ M門（ふー1)-1]R2,such that t5 o ((-)・lB) = (rowr·(-)·col~) o e_ 

（ゼ beingas in the proof of Proposition (2.1)); (2) Proposition (2.1), which implies that t5 is 

compatible with the module structures on both sides and with the morphism△ W,B: WB→ 
(W町竺 (3)the fact that rowr·col~= 1釈， whichimplies that 6(1叫=1酎by(1), and 

therefore t5 =△ W,B by (2). ロ

2.3. Geometric interpretation of the de Rham harmonic coproducts△ X,DR, X E  

{W,M}. 

2.3.1. Interpretation of△ W,DR_ The morphism翌： kP5→ 恥 (kP5)is compatible with the 

filtrations. Let us denote by匂： U(p5)→ M3(U(廊）） the associated graded morphism. One can 

show that口 maybe constructed as follows. Let J(pr5) be the kernel of the algebra morphism 

匹： U(転）→ U(p4); this is two-sided ideal of U(廊）， freeand generated by (e;5) 1翠 3both as 

a left and right U(p5)-module. For a E U(朽）， thematrix ro(a) = (w(a);jい，j<'.3is uniquely 

determined by the identity e;5a =~f=l w(a)ガ匂5for 1 ::; iさ3.

Let VDR[eい]be the localization of VDR with respect to e1. This is a 2:-graded algebra, which 

can be identified with gr(V町（ふー1)-1J). Define the elements row岬：= (1R 叩—e11®1 o) E 

e1Re1 
叫 (V"R釘 JR')=<l ool秤：＝（—,, R,, E MM(V叫 ,;-'J叫

Pmposition 2.3. (.,~[DeTJ """ [EFI~, P;>po.sihon 6. 3} The diagram 

VDR二 U(p5)二 M3(U(和））竺匹訊((VDR)叫゚w四 (-)・coli':VDR□ ]R2 
(-)•e, ↓ ~ 

△ w.ns (J町.,WDR 

is commutative, where pr12 : U(廊）→ (VDR)R2 is the morphism induced by the group morphism 

枷 竺 (Ps)2pr~ 炉 (p4戸， wherediag is the diagonal morphism, where row岬 ・(-)・col砂 is

DR the map a→ row•a• col1 DR where WDR・ is the subalgebrn without unit VDR釘'--+WDR, and 

the left vertical map is a→ ae1. In this diagram, all the maps are of degree zero, except for the 
left vertical and the叫ghtmosttop horizontal maps, which are of degree one. 

Idea of proof. This can be proved either by repeating the steps of the proof of Proposition 

2.1, which is what is being done in [EFI], or by applying the associated graded functor to the 

diagram of this propos1t1on. ロ
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2.3.2. Interpretation of△ M,DR_ Set MDR[e11] := VDR[e11]/VDR[e11]e0. This is a left VDR[e11]-

module. There is a natural morphism MDR→ M叫 e1りcompatiblewith the algebra mor-

phism vDR→ V叫亨],and which can be shown to be injective. We denote by IDR E 

M叫 e11]the image of IDR E MDR_ The module M叫 e門 isequipped with a Z-grading 

defined by the condition that IDR has degree O and that M叫ご]is graded as a VDR[e喜

゜module. Let ool評：＝（冑⑭⑧訊暑） E MM((M0R戸）．

Proposition 2.4. {see [EFl], Proposition 6.9) The diagram 

VDR~U(廊） ~M3(U(廊））竺安訊((V叫叫゜w四(-)-colば:M叫ell]R2 

(-)・loR↓ j 
MDR 

△ M,DR 
(MDR)R2 

is commutative, where row四 ·(-)·col~R is a→ row『R・a・col貯.In this diagram, all the 

maps have degree zero. 

Idea of proof. This can be proved either by repeating the steps of the proof of Proposition 

2.2, which is what is being done in [EFl], or by applying the associated graded functor to the 

diagram of that propos1t1on. ロ

3. ASSOCIATORS AND DOUBLE SHUFFLE RELATIONS 

3.1. Associators. The notion of associator was defined in [Dr]; it was then shown in [F2] that 

this definition can be formulated as follows. For (I, J, K) one of the triples (2, 3, 4), (12, 3, 4), 

(1, 23, 4), (1, 2, 34), (1, 2, 3), define a Lie algebra morphism fa→ Ps, x >-+ x' I J,K I,J,K bye。:= e1,J 
I,J,K 

and e1 : = eJ,K, where e;j,k := e;k + ejk and ei,jk := ejk,i・We denote the induced algebra 
morphisms i)DR→ U(p5)11 in the same way. 

．． 
Defimtion 3.1. ForμEk又onesetsMμ 

(k):={<l>EQ(砂R)lcp2,3,4cpl,23,4cpl,2,3 = cp12,3,4cpl,2,34 
2 

(<!>lea) = (<!>lei) = 0 and (<!>lea釘）＝板},where (<!>lea釘） is the coefficient of eae1 as an expansion 

in words in ea, e1. The set of associators is M(k) := UμEkx叫 (k).

One hasやKZEM叫 q.

3.2. Compatibility of the associators with the coproducts. 

Theorem 3.2. {[EFl], Theorems 10.9 and 11.13) LetμE kx, and <I> E Mμ,(k). 

， 
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1) The diagram of k-algebra morphisms 

如二(W門R2/¥

rcompば，＇ぶ'./↓ ↓げcompば，＇ぢ） R2

}VDRー→ftWDRR2/¥ 
砂，D

） 

is commutative. 

2) The diagram of k-module morphisms 

炉二~(M町®2/\

rcomp岱ぷ0)↓ ↓げcomp翌，も砂）R2

_MOR戸 ftMDR)R2/¥

is commutative. 

Sketch of proof of 1). In [BN], one introduces the categories PaB and PaCD of parenthesized 

braids and parenthesized braid diagrams, whose sets of objects both coincide with the set 

of parenthesized words in one letter•, and one attaches to each associator (μ,<I>) a functor 

PaB→ PaCD. If P, Qare two parenthesized words in• of length n, and C(X, Y) is the set of 
P,Q morphisms X→ Y, where X, Y are objects of a category C, ones denotes by comp : En'.::::' (μ,,<!>) 

PaB(P,Q)→ PaCD(P, Q)'.::::'U(Pn+1)" ><1品 theresulting map; we also denote compじ，<I>)

(resp. PaB(P), PaCD(P)) for comp~~) (resp. PaB(P, P), PaCD(P, P)). 

Define the element P(μ,,<1>) E M3((U和）02") by the equality 

Mw(comp悶炉）G: □ D~~ い）い）•
and set 

瓦μ,<1>):= M3(pr12)(P(μ,<1>)) EM: 孔(VDR臼^）．

In [EFl], Proposition 9.20 and Corollary 9.21, one gives explicit expressions for P, い） and 

匹，剥・
Define also the following elements in ((WDR) 02/¥) x c ((VDR)⑭ 2/¥)凡

r叫一釘） 0r叫一釘）
B<1>:=~I 、, U(μ,<I>) :=μ(1 Q9 e―匹1)

eμ(e澄 l+l@e,)-1r<1>(e101 + 1 0釘）

VCい）：＝ー(IRe限 1)
1 r<1>(e1)@ r<1>(e1) 

μI'<1>(e1Rl+lR 釘）＇
Set also 

叩，<I>):=<I>(eoふ） R(e―(μ/2)e匝 (eoo,釘））

直 1:= ((ふー 1)R(1-X戸）） -row『EM1x3((沢）02/¥), 

直 1:= colr・((X1 -1)R(1 -X1り）ー1E Af: い（（沢）02/¥); 

row1 := (e1Re1)・row『REM1x3((VDR)R2/¥), coli := colPR・(e1Re1)-1 E M3x1((VDR)R2/¥). 
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Define the following morphisms of topological k-algebras: 

• p := (M3(prd。VJO£)A :))DR→ 恥 ((VDR臼）， e_:= (M位 12)。室辺）＾：砂→

島 ((VB円）， where(-)A indicates the completion with respect to the underlying fil-

trat1ons 
V1ac,(l) • compl is the extension of complV,(l) 
(μ,,1') (μ,,1') 

to a k-algebra isomorphism V町(Xi-1)-1]→
砂R[e1り，

• for A a k-algebra and a E A, ・a is the product on A defined by x・a y = xay, and 

morA,a : (A, ・a)→ A is the algebra morphism given by x→ xa. 

Consider the diagram 

碍
砂，B 叫）⑭21' 

~ `
二応"""炉＾）二三呼）⑭", ニ〗:~"I心.~
8 ↓出((compむ'.!))炉） ↓ (comp叩ぶ）02 ↓ (comp(;~ ぷ)(1))⑭2 』

f~'"'J: ニ知Jこ：二"」)：二~·:~.,x三J〗~(A3) M3((vDR炉") (A4) (VDR炉" (AS) cvDRlf,-l2,olR2A 戸

↓ mo和:R,e, rnw1 ;~~: coli Ad(e豆1)一1 j (A6) 

c:fw門::•"" [W""J⑭2ミ`［
wDR  

＋ ,/iW,DR 
(WDR炉^

where we write Ad(a) for Ada, In this diagram, the commutativities of (Al) and (A7) follows 

from Proposition 2.1 and 2.3. The commutativities of (A2), (A5), (A6) and (AS) are immediate. 

The commutativity of (A3) follows from the definition of戸伍，ii>),and more precisely from the 
((••)•)• relations between Pi仇 ii>),comp and令，全.The commutativity of (A4) is a consequence 
(μ,,ii>) 

of two equalities, one in M1x3((VDR)R2/¥) and the other in M; い ((VDR)R2/¥).Both follow from 

explicit computation based on the already mentioned computation of瓦→）. One easily derives 

the commutativity of the announced diagram. 

Sketch of proof of 2). Set 

Rcμ,,<1>) :=鰻）ーlpふ心，i!>)(<P(eo,釘） 0 <P(eo, 釘）） E GL3((VDR臼^）．

Define the element Q(μ,,il>) E島 ((U和）R2/¥)by the eq叫 ity

叫 (oomp臼；;"") (~:: ロ D~o,,.. , (三）•
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and set 

Q(μ,,<1>) :=見(prd(Q(μ,,<1>))E M3((VDR)R211). 

In [EFl], Proposition 9.23 and Corollary 9.24, one gives explicit expressions for Q(μ,,<I>) and 

Q(μ, 心）・

By the categorical origin of the morphisms compt,,P), the two algebra morphisms corre-

sponding to P = ((••)•)•and(•(••))• are related by an inner conjugation. One derives from 

there an expression of Q(μ,,<I>) in terms of P(μ,,<I>) (see [EFl], Lemma 11.6), which implies the 

relation 

Q(μ,,<1>)=冗，砂(<I>)

([EFl], Lemma 11.7), from which one derives 

(3.2.1) R閏<1>)= (if>(eo, 釘） 0 if>(eo, 釘））―1K(μ,,<1>)Q(μ,,<I>)

([EFl], Corollary 11.8). 

Consider the diagram 

炉

~1B (Ml) 

評:応((評）02/¥) 

:』： (M') 1~』： (MS:, ((Vl=:::~~:·~'.: 戸） Ri"'•>(M')
やゞ

炉R-----!.恥 ((VDR)02/¥） 
°呼ダ

(M5) ---------------之ミ

,3,_M,B 
(M町02/¥ p-l(M町式ー1DR2/¥

(comp Mtoc,(10) 02 
(μ,4')) 

~ _MDR JiM,DR O (M叫 02/¥(__→ (M叫喜］：：：：―1)R2/¥戸 (M叫 l::::-1)R2/¥

where comp 
M1oc,(l0) 
(μ,4>) : M門（ふー 1)-l]/¥→M叫 e;:-り/¥is the k-module isomorphism which 

both extends the k-module isomorphism com 
M,(10) 

Pい）：炉→ _MDR and is compatible with the 

k-algebra isomorphism compv10c,(l) : V町(X1-1)-1 /¥ 
(μ,4>) ］→ VDR[e11t. 

In this diagram, the commutativity of (M2) is immediate. The commutativities of (Ml) and 

(M5) are consequences of Proposition 2.2 and 2.4. 

(M3) states the equality of two k-module morphisms如→ 恥 ((M叫 C>2/¥),which turn out 

to be free rank one module morphisms over the two algebra morphisms評→ 恥 ((VDR)02/¥)

whose equality is stated by the commutativity of (A3); its equality is then a consequence of the 

fact that the images of the generator 18 E .M8 coincide, which is itself a consequence of the 

definition of R(μ,4>)・ 
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The commutativity of (M4) is a consequence of two equalities, one in M1x3((V0R)R2A) and 

the other in M: い (M叫 e11]R2/¥).The first equality is a part of the proof of the commutativity 

of (A4). The second equality follows from explicit computation based on (3.2.1) and on the 

hexagon identities satisfied by <l>. One easily derives the commutativity of the announced 

diagram. ロ

3.3. Inclusion of the scheme of associators in the double shuffle scheme. 

Theorem 3.3. LetμE P. Then Mμ,(k) c DMRμ,(k). 

Proof. Let <I> E Mμ,(k). One has (<I>leo) = (<I>le1) = 0 and (<I>leo釘） =μ2 /24. Applying the 

eq叫 ityAM,DR。rcomp岱炉=(rcomp芦炉）02。AM,Bfrom Theorem 3.2, 2) to 1B E炉，

and using AM,B(lB) = 1整 oneobtains the group-likeness of rcomp M,(10) (μ,,ii>) (1叫 forAM,DR_ 

M,(10) 
One computes rcomp(μ,,il>) (1B) = (r叫ー釘）ー1<I>)• loR, which implies the result. ロ

4. BITORSOR STRUCTURE ON THE DOUBLE SHUFFLE TORSOR 

4.1. The torsors DMRo(k)DMRμ(k) and DMRDR(k)DMRDR,B(k). 

Definition 4.1. A torsor aX is the data of a group G, of a nonempty set X, and of a free and 

transitive action of G on X. 

The left regular action of a group G on itself gives rise to the trivial torsor忍

Definition 4.2. A torsor a,X'is called a subtorsor of the torsor aX iff G'(resp. X') is a 

subgroup (resp. subset) of G (resp. of X) and if the action of G'on X'is compatible with the 

action of G on X. 

Theorem 4.3. {[R], §3.2.3) DMR。(k)is a subgroup of (9 ())DR), R), and for anyμE k又

DMRo(k)DMRμ,(k) is a subtorsor of Q(VDR)g())DR). 

Definition 4.4. One sets DMRDR(k) := kx x DMR。(k)C GDR(k), DMRDR,B(k) := {(μ,g)IμE 

k叉gE DMRμ,(k)} CG叫 k).

Lemma 4.5. {see [EF2], Lemma 2.13) DMR叫 k)is a subgroup of (GDR(k), R), and DMRoR(k)DMRDR,B(k) 

is a subtorsor of aoR(k)G叫 k).

4.2. Relation of DMRoR(k)DMRDR,B(k) with a stabilizer subtorsor of GDR(k)GDR(k). 

Lemma 4.6. (see [EF2], Lemma 2.3) I. 厄 X1and伍ふ aresubtorsors of the torsor aX such 

that X1 n X2 i= 0, then a,na2ふ nX2 is a subtorsor of訊， calledthe intersection of both 

subtorsors. 
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Lemma 4.7. (see [EF2], Lemma 2.10} Set G~u1!;, 孔k):= {(μ,g) E G0R(k)l(gleo) = (gle1) = 
DR,B 

(gleo釘） = O} and Gquad (k) :={(μ,<I>) E G0R(k)l(<I>leo) = (<I>lei) = 0, (<I>leo釘） =μ2/24}, then 

G温a(k)Gば讐(k)is a subtorsor of可晶(kiG品似(k).

Definition 4.8. An action of a torsor訊 ona pair of isomorphic k-modules (V, V') is the 

data of a group morphism p : G→ Autk-mod(V) and of a map p1: X→ lsok-mod(V', V), such 
that p'(g・x) = p(g) o p'(x) for g E G, x EX. 

One proves: 

Lemma 4.9. {see [EF2] Lemma 2.6) Let aX be a torsor and (p, p') be an action on the pair 

(V, V') of isomorphic k-modules. Let (v,v') EV  x V'. Let Stab(v) := {g E Glp(g)(v) = v} 

and Iso(v',v) := {x E Xlp'(x)(v') = v}. If Iso(v',v) is nonempty, then Stab(v)Iso(v',v) is a 

subtorsor CJ且 X.

Set訊：=aDR(k) GDR(k) and vw := Homk-mod,op (M叫(Mw)R2A)for w E {DR, B}; here 

k-modtop is the category of topological k-modules, i.e., k-modules equipped with a decreasing 

Z2:0-filtration, separated and complete for the corresponding topology. An action of aX on 

(VDR, 臼） is given by p: (μ, g)→ (VDRぅ/DR→(rautM,DR,(10) 
(μ,,g) 

)R2。/DR。げautM,DR,(10)-1 
(μ,,g)) E 

vDR) and p': (μ,g)→ (VBぅfB→(rcomp塁塁0))R2。戸 o(rcomp笠誓）ー1EV叫．

The stabilizer subtorsor relative to the pair of vectors (AM,DR, ,iM,B) is denoted Aut(fiDR) Iso(却 /DR).

Theorem 4.10. (see [EF2], Theorem 3.1) The subtorsor DMRDR(k) DM RDR,B (k) of GDR(k)GDR(k) 

coincides with the intersection of the subtorsors Aut(fiM,DR)Iso(L'.iM,B/DR) and G~ 品(kp~心信(k).

Sketch of proof. It follows from the proof of Theorem 3.3 that (μ,<I>) E Iso(AM,B/DR) implies 

(r<1>(一釘）ー1<I>)・lDRE Q(_MDR). Therefore Iso(L'.iM,B/DR) n G悶讐(k)C DMRB,DR~k). Both 

sides of this inclusion are subtorsors of臼 (kiG叫 k),with underlying groups Aut(△ M,DR) n 

G盆土(k)and DMRDR(k). It follows from [EFO] that these subgroups of GDR(k) are equal, 

which implies the equality of both torsors. ロ

4.3. Computation of AutoMRDR(k)(DMRDR,B(k)) and AutoMRo(k)(DMR,,(k)). 

4.3.1. Group corresponding to a torsor. For aX a torsor, let Auta(X) be the group of right-

acting permutations of X which commute with the action of G. This group acts simply and 

transitively on X. We will call it the group corresponding to aX. 

Note that the choice of an element of X induces an isomorphism between G and Auta(X), 

which however gets composed with an inner automorphism upon change of the element. 

Lemma 4.11. (a) If a,X'is a subtorsor o店 X,then Auta, (X') is canonically a subgroup of 

Auta(X). 

{b) I_且ぷ1and a2ふ aresubtorsors o且 X with X1 n X2 =J 0, then Auta,na2(X1 n X叫＝

Aut叫ふ） nAu犀（ふ） {equality of subgroups of Auta(X)). 
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Proof. For Ea set, denote by SE the group of permutations of E, and if e EE, let SE,e be the 

subgroup of permutations which take e to itself. Then X'may be viewed as an element of the 

quotient G'¥X, and there is a natural group morphism Autc(X)→ Sc'¥X・Let Autc(X, X') be 
the preimage of Sc'¥X,X'. The natural map Autc(X, X')→ Autc, (X') is a group isomorphism. 

The result follows from the diagram Auta,(X')'.::::'. Auい(X,X')c Auい(X).This implies (a). 

(b) then follows from Aut叫X,X1nX叫=Autc(X, ふ） nAutc(X, ふ）．ロ

4.3.2. The group炉 (k)and its actions. Let 9⑰) be the set of group-like of elements of評
V,B,(1) 

for A V,B. Let炉 (k):= p X g閃）• For (μ,g) E岱 (k),let aut be the automorphism (μ,g) 

of the topological k-algebra評 givenby X。→ gXf;g-1, X1→ Xf, where a→ 砂 isthe 
V,B,(10) 

self-map of g而） given by aμ:= exp(μlog(a)). Let aut be the topological k-module (μ,g) 

automorphism of評 definedby autf;~'?0\a) := autf;~'?\a)• g for any a E V8. As in the 

de Rham situation, there is a unique topological k-module automorphism aut 
M,B,(10) 
(μ,g) of炉，

M,B,(10) V,B,(10) 
such that au¥μ,g) (a・1B) = aut(μ,g) (a)・1B for any a E評．

One checks that (μ, g)R(μ', g') := (μμ, aut 
, V,B,(10) 1 

(μ,g) (g)) equips G町k)with a group structure, 

of which 9(飼） is a subgroup. 
V,B,(10) 

Then the map taking (μ, g) to aut resp. aut 
W,B,(1) M,B,(10) . 

(μ,g) ((μ,g) , aut(μ,g)) 1s a group morphism 

from (G町k),R) to Autk-algtop (評） (resp. Autk-modtop (評）， Autk-modtop(M町）．

For g EV見letrg(t) := exp(Ln::,_1(-1r+l(gl(logX。)n-llogふ）tn /n) E k[[t]]叉wherew→ 
(glw) is the map {logX。,logX汁＊→ k such that g =区wE{logX0,logX1}*(glw)w. 

As in the de Rham case, the map r : G列k)→(WB戸， (μ,g)→r; 尺―logふ） satisfies 
r M,B,(10) 

a cocycle identity, which implies that the map taking (μ, g) to au¥μ,g) := Adr(μ,g) o 
M,B,(10). 

aut 1s a group morphism. (μ,g) 

There is a unique isomorphism iv : 砂→ ))DR'inducedby xi→ exp(ei) for i = 0, 1. It 

induces a group isomorphism炉： (G町k),R)→(GDR(k),R). 

4.3.3. Subgroups of G8(k). One checks that c:uad(k) := {(μ, g) E G8(k)lμ2 = 1+24(gllogX。logX1)}
is a subgroup of (G町k),R)(see [EF3], Lemma 3.2). On the other hand, its follows from the 

group morphism property of (μ, g)→ aut r M,B,(10) 
(μ,,g) 

that Aut(LiM,B) := {(μ,g) E G8(k)ILiM,B。
aut 

M,B,(10) r M,B,(10) 02 
(μ,,g) = (aut(μ,g)) 。,:iM,B}1s a also a subgroup of (G8(k), R). 

We then define DMR町k):= Aut(LiM,B) n c:uad(k) and DMR界(k)as the intersection of 

DMR町k)with 9(評） cG町k).These are subgroups of (G町k),⑧）． 

One proves: 

Proposition 4.12. {[EF3]) One has DMR8(k) = {(μ,g) E G8(k)l(gllogX。)= (gllogXリ＝

0叫=1 + 24(gllogX。logふ）， (r9(-logふ）ー1. g) . 1B E 9(M町}and DMR罰(k)= {g E 

9(評）1(1,g) E DMR8(k)}. 
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4.3.4. Computation of groups corresponding to torsors. 

Theorem 4.13. There are compatible group isomorphisms of AutoMRoR(k)(DMRDR,B(k)) with 

DMRB(k) and for anyμEk又ofAutoMRo(k)(DMRμ,(k)) with DMR訳k).

Proof. The group AutcoR(k) (GDR(k)) corresponding to the trivial torsor QDR(k)GDR(k) is eq叫

to GDR(k). According to Lemma 4.11 (a), Aut0閉品(k)(G~悶(k))is then a subgroup of G叫 k).

One checks that its image under the isomorphism (四）ー1is the subgroup G~uad(k). In the same 

way, AutAut(iiM,DR)Iso(LiM,B/DR) is a subgroup of GDR(k), whose image under (i0戸 isthe 

subgroup Aut(LiM,B). It then follows from Lemma 4.11, (b) that the image under (ic戸 of

AutDMRoR(k)(DMRDR,B(k)) is eq叫 toDMRB(k). This implies the first statement. The second 

statement follows from the fact that the natural map DMRDR,B(k)→ kx is compatible with 

the group morphisms DMRw(k)→ kx, w E {B, DR}, and with the left and right actions. ロ

4.4. Bitorsor structures. A bitorsor cXH is a triple (G, X, H) such that cX  is a torsor, and 

His a group equipped with a simple and transitive right action on X, commuting with that of 

G. Like torsors, bitorsors from a category, and a category equivalence from torsors to bitorsors 

is given by cX玉 XAuta(X)・Theorem4.13 may therefore be interpreted as an explicitation 

of the bitorsors corresponding to the torsors DMRDR(k)DMRDR,B(k) and DMRo(k)DMRμ(k). 
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